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About This Game

2017, many AAA games began to add paid boxes called "loot boxes". So I made a strange simulator about opening boxes with
different things. Here you can click on t 5d3b920ae0

Title: Loot Box Simulator 20!8
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Nikita "Ghost_RUS"
Publisher:
Ghost_RUS Games
Release Date: 30 Jan, 2018

English,Russian

Pros: - Okay Music - Funny Texts - Easy Achievements Cons: - Short - Repetitive - Boring The game is alright if you are
looking for a cheap time waster game. It can get boring while collecting the money so I suggest you use an auto clicker to get
100% completition faster. Overall I would recommend you to buy it when it's 50% off because it isn't the best clicker game..
help me with the cleaning event. 10/10 game would recomend great for the price i reckon anyone would like this game even if
you like the worst of games this is probably the best game 10/10 should buy. Th!s !s my l!fe now.. Look, I know it's supposed to
be bad but, Cookie Clicker is more fun than this. When you buy a new box you don't get any upgrade at all other than an
achievement. By bonus I mean faster clicking or more money per click. tl;dr It sucks so don't buy it.. Short game, easy for
achievements.
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